
 

SINGING AND DANCING WITH YOUR RIGID HEDDLE LOOM & Elaine Lawler 

Saturday & Sunday, August 19 & 20, 2017:  10 am-4 pm 

WE again welcome Weaver Extraordinaire Elaine Lawler for a 2-day weaving workshop for those familiar with their rigid 

heddle loom.  Now that you can "Walk and Talk" with your loom (warp it, weave plain weave, and take projects off your 

loom), join us at Amazing Threads for the next steps in weaving on this amazing little loom.  

 

In this class, you will learn some of the many beautiful weaving techniques possible on this wonderful loom including; 

Pick-up techniques ( warp floats, weft floats, both warp and weft floats, as well as patterns with supplementary wefts) 

and Finger Controlled techniques (Soumak, Spanish Lace, Brooks Bouquet, Leno, Hemstitching and others). 

 

Handouts and instructions for each of these techniques will be provided, but very helpful resources include either 

INVENTIVE WEAVING ON A LITTLE LOOM or THE WEAVER'S IDEA BOOK.  Amazing Threads can have these books 

available for purchase  

 

Student must come to class with their loom warped and ready to weave either a scarf or a table runner sampler. 

Directions will be available at Amazing Threads when you purchase your threads for the project of your choice. (Amazing 

Threads will recommend best threads for success for either project) Please bring dibs and dabs of leftovers for working 

into some of the weaving techniques you will learn.   

 

Workshop REQUIREMENTS:   

Students must come to class with their looms warped. 

If you have a floor stand, please bring it to use.  

Weaving accessories: Scissors, shuttles, chibi needles, pick-up stick at least 2 " long and the width of your project.  Please 

have for reference either or both of the books listed in the class description as extra references, your notebooks from 

the previous class or a three-ring binder for directions. Students WILL NEED a pick up stick 12 or 16 inches for the 

standard loom sizes.  If you DO NOT HAVE, AT will order.  

Amazing Threads will order supplies you need.  Orders must be made by noon on Monday, August 7, 2017 

Materials for the SCARF SAMPLER 

10 dent reed 

8" width in reed (or your choice) 



2 to 2 1/2 yds. Length on loom 

Use contrasting colors for warp and weft, so you can see the techniques easily.  

Good Thread for this is sock yarn or a comparable weight.  

Thread requirements:  

Warp: at least 200 yards for 8" width 

Weft: at least 150 to 175 yards 

 

Materials for the TABLE RUNNER SAMPLER 

10 dent reed  

12" width in reed (or your choice)  

2 to 2 1/2 yards length on loom 

Use contrasting colors for warp and weft, so you can see the techniques easily. 

Good Thread for this project would include cottons, linens of a medium weight.  

Warp: at least 300 yards for 12 " width 

Weft: at least 200 yards 


